Dear Reviewers,
First of all, thank you very much for your valuable comments on our article. We have revised and uploaded the article according to the comments. I'm very sorry, because we don't know how to upload pictures on the website, we have to upload the pictures and tables in the form of files, and upload the revised full text to the website together. Secondly, in response to your valuable revision comments, we have made some improvements: 1. We have revised the title of the manuscript and updated the keywords of the manuscript to reflect the characteristics of the cases more specifically; 2. We have collected 41 reported cases in tabular form presented, and Comparison of features of 41 cases of metastatic and non-metastatic thyroid-like follicular carcinoma of the kidney reported; 3. We cut the discussion part to make it more refined; 4. For language issues, we will The article has been reviewed and revised by professionals, and the language editing certificate has been uploaded to the website. Finally, thank you again for your contribution to our manuscript and hope our research will be published in your journal!
Best regards,
mnwkdlxk@163.com